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ABSTRACT 
The mechanical properties of the cell nucleus are emerging as a key component in 
genetic transcription. It has been shown that the stiffness of the nucleus in part regulates 
the transcription of genes in response to external mechanical stimuli. The stiffness has 
been shown to change as a result of both disease and changes to the external 
environment. While the mechanical structure of the nucleus can be visually documented 
using a confocal microscope, it is currently impossible to test the stiffness of the nucleus 
without a mechanical testing apparatus such as an atomic force microscope. This is 
problematic in that the use of a mechanical testing apparatus involves deconstructing the 
cell in order to isolate the nucleus and is unable to provide data on internal 
heterochromatin dynamics within the nucleus. Therefore, our research focused on 
developing a computational framework that would allow researchers to model the 
mechanical contributions of the nucleus specific geometry and material dispersion of 
both chromatin and LaminA/C within an individual nucleus in order to improve the 
ability of researchers to study the nucleus. We began by developing a procedure that 
could generate a finite element geometry of a nucleus using confocal images. This 
procedure was then utilized to generate models that contained elasticity values that 
corresponded to the voxel intensities of images of both chromatin and LaminA/C by 
using a set of conversion factors to link image voxel intensity to model stiffness. We then 
tuned these conversion factors by running in silico atomic force microscopy experiments 
vii 
on these models while comparing the simulation results to atomic force microscopy data 
from real world nuclei. From this experiment we were able to find a set of conversion 
factors that allowed us to replicate the external response of the nucleus. Our developed 
computational framework will allow future researchers to study the contribution of 
multitude of sub-nuclear structures and predict global nuclear stiffness of multiple nuclei 
based on confocal images and AFM tests. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
 Within the cell, the stiffness of the nucleus has been shown to effect genetic 
transcription effecting both the entrance of transcriptional factors into the nucleus as well 
as the condensation of heterochromatin1,2,3. This stiffness has been shown to change as a 
result of both disease and the external environment of the cell4. Current methods of 
studying nuclear stiffness rely on using a mechanical testing apparatus such as an atomic 
force microscope. This method both fails to capture the internal heterochromatin 
dynamics of the nucleus as well as requiring the nucleus to be isolated killing the cell and 
eliminating any ability to study the stiffness of the nucleus in vitro. Therefore, the 
motivation of this research was to develop a method of studying the stiffness of a specific 
nucleus without requiring a specialized mechanical testing apparatus in order to enable 
future research into how the stiffness of the nucleus effects gene transcription. 
 
1.2 Specific Research Goals 
Previous research into bone mechanics have utilized the programs Amira, 
Hypermesh, and Bonemat to develop finite element models of specific bones from CT 
scans.14 The first goal of our research was to use these softwares to develop a method of 
generating a finite element model of a mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) nucleus that 
mimicked both the external shape as well as the internal heterochromatin geometry of the 
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original nucleus using confocal microscopy images taken from the nucleus. Once the 
geometry of the nucleus has been created, the next goal of our research was to attempt to 
tune the stiffness of this model to mimic the real world properties of the nucleus based on 
the intensities of the original images. This was done by simulating atomic force 
microscopy experiments on our models and then comparing the results of our simulations 
to real world results of the same experiment. The next goal of our research was to use this 
process on 3 separate sets of images to deduce how consistent this process is across 
different nucleus imaging sessions. 
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CHAPTER TWO: BACKGROUND 
2.1 Mesenchymal Stem Cell 
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) are multipotent stem cells that can differentiate 
into several different lines of cells including osteocytes, chondrocytes, and adipocytes5. 
Within bone tissue, MSC’s become osteocytes and aid in the remodeling and creation of 
bone6. The differentiation of MSC’s into osteocytes is based on the stiffness of the 
extracellular matrix that the cell is positioned within1.    
This occurs because of how the extracellular matrix provided by osseous tissue 
deforms the nucleus.2 When an MSC is placed onto an extra cellular matrix, the cell is 
able to develop focal adhesions to the environment allowing for the cytoskeleton to 
spread the cell out which pulls at the nucleus causing it to deform1,6. When the cell is on a 
stiffer environment such as osseous tissue, it is able to form stronger focal adhesions 
causing greater deformation of the nucleus1,6.     
 
2.2 Nucleus Mechanosensing Mechanism  
The nuclear envelope is covered with small pores as shown in figure 11. These 
pores will stretch when the nucleus is deformed. When this occurs, transcriptional growth 
factors are able to enter the nucleus and then effect cell fate and differentiation1. 
Chromatin condensation has also been shown to change due to external nuclear loading7. 
A link exists between chromatin condensing into dense heterochromatin structures and 
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gene silencing, this link is countered by mechanical stimuli where force induced 
stretching of chromatin is known to induce transcriptional upregulation of silenced 
genes2,3. 
 
Figure 1 Nuclear pores are affected by nucleus deformation3 
2.3 Nucleus Mechanical Structure 
Nucleus deformability is affected primarily by Chromatin and LaminA/C8. 
Chromatin is tightly packed DNA and is present within the nucleus and makes up most of 
the nucleus’s mass8. LaminA/C is a protein that lines the nuclear membrane and 
contributes to the mechanical strength of the nucleus9. MSC nuclear LaminA/C levels 
have been shown to change in response to exposure to disease and environments such as 
microgravity4.  
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2.4 Finite Element Analysis 
Finite element analysis (FEA) is a computerized method of mechanically 
simulating real world objects. Finite element analysis operates by splitting a geometry of 
a real-world object into small sections called elements. These elements are made of 
simplistic shapes that can be mathematically modeled.10 The geometry would then 
undergo a simulation of a real world event while the response of each element is recorded 
and analyzed allowing the user to simulate shapes that are too time consuming or 
complex for traditional analysis.10 
The element shape selected for this research is the C3D4 tetrahedral element. 
These elements are made using nodes. Nodes are points in 3D space specified by an x, y, 
and z position. Elements are a series of nodes that have been linked together to create a 
geometry. Tetrahedral elements are made using either four or ten nodes. Four noded 
tetrahedrals have a node on each corner of the tetrahedral while ten noded tetrahedrals 
have a node on each corner and the center of each edge. Four noded tetrahedrals are more 
computationally efficient element per element while ten noded tetrahedrals are more 
accurate at larger sizes but require more computation time.11,12 
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CHAPTER THREE: DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS 
3.1 Microscopy 
3.1.1 Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a method of mechanically measuring a 
samples’ stiffness by measuring the force required to indent the sample.13 This is 
achieved by using a cantilevered probe with a spherical tip attached where the cantilever 
has a known spring constant as well as a reflective surface at over the contact area of the 
probe.13 When the probe is in use, a laser is shined onto the reflective surface of the 
cantilever and received by a sectional photodiode.13 When this setup pushes on the 
sample, the cantilever is deformed changing the impact point of the laser upon the 
photodiode allowing for a calculation of the force exerted using the known spring 
constant of the cantilever and the angle of deflection of the laser. For our research, the 
stiffness of isolated MSC nuclei was found using a Bruker Dimension FastScan Atomic 
Force Microscope (AFM) using a tipless MLCT-D probes with a 0.03 N/m spring 
constant functionalized with 10 µm diameter borosilicate glass beads. 
3.1.2 Confocal Microscopy 
Confocal microscopes take 3D images of an object by taking a series of 2D 
images positioned on top of each other. This is done by centering the microscope on a 
nucleus then focusing the microscope on the very bottom of the nucleus where an image 
is taken. The focal height is then raised so that the next layer of the nucleus is in focus 
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where another image is taken. This process repeats until the entire nucleus has been 
imaged. For our research, images of MSC nuclei were taken using a Nikon A1 confocal 
microscope at a rate of .2 µm per image with an image voxel width of .05 µm. 
 
3.2 Simulation 
3.2.1 Model Geometry Creation 
Models were created by first importing the nucleus confocal images into the 
Amira software package (ThermoFisher, MA), from this point Amira’s segmentation 
features were used to manually segment the images to isolate the nuclear geometry. 
Amira’s meshing feature was then employed to generate a surface mesh made of 
triangular S3 elements around the nucleus geometry. This surface mesh was then 
exported as a .stl file and imported into Hypermesh (Altair Engineering, MI) where it was 
filled with C3D4 tetrahedral elements creating a volume mesh. This volume mesh was 
then exported as a .inp file. 
3.2.2 Converting Image Voxel Intensity to Modulus of Elasticity 
Once the geometry of the nucleus was generated, the finite element model was 
imported into the Bonemat software package (http://www.bonemat.org/) where Bonemat 
was then used to overlay the volumetric mesh with the original confocal image and assign 
elasticity values to each tetrahedral element using the average voxel intensity (HU) 
within each element. For this research, an equation to correlate the image intensity to the 
modulus of elasticity for the finite element model was created by modifying the equations 
used within Bonemat. Bonemat uses the equation  
 
ρ =  a1 + b1 ∗ HUc1 
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E =  a2 + b2 ∗ ρc2 
to correlate image density to material density and the equation 
 
to match material density to element modulus of elasticity.14 The exact conversion 
between the density of chromatin and LaminA/C in relation to its image intensity is 
currently unknown. Due to this we will convert image intensity directly to modulus of 
elasticity for the chromatin and LaminA/C of the cell using the equation  
 E  =  a  +  b  *  HUc   (1) 
where a, b, and c are conversion factors used to change an image intensity (HU) into a 
modulus of elasticity.  
3.2.3 Simulation Protocol 
Atomic force microscopy simulations were conducted using Abaqus 2019. During 
simulation, the bottom layer of nodes of the nucleus model was encastered to simulate the 
nucleus being attached to the plate. A simulated atomic force microscopy tip was formed 
by positioning a sphere (r=5 µm) formed from C3D4 elements with a rigid body material 
definition above the nucleus model. An encastered node was created and a CONN3D3 
connector element was attached between the encastered node and a node on the AFM tip 
to facilitate the movement of the tip. Contact between the nucleus model and the atomic 
force microscopy tip was defined as a no friction contact pair between the nodes on the 
outside layer of the nucleus and the tetrahedral surfaces on the outside layer of the atomic 
force microscopy tip. During simulation, the connector was expanded lowering the 
atomic force microscopy tip into the nucleus model until the nucleus model was indented 
by 1.5 µm. The force required to expand the connector along with its displacement is 
recorded and a Matlab code collects the resulting force displacement curve, finds when 
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the AFM tip contacts the nucleus, and deletes the data before contact and after the first 1 
µm of AFM tip after contact.  
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4.1 Abstract 
Nuclear mechanics is emerging as a key component of stem cell function and 
differentiation. While changes in nuclear structure can be visually imaged with a confocal 
microscope, mechanical characterization of nucleus and its sub-cellular components 
require specialized testing apparatus. A computational model that would permit 
researchers to gather cell specific mechanical information directly from confocal and 
atomic force microscopy of cell nuclei would be of great value. Here, we developed a 
computational framework for generating finite element models of isolated cell nucleus 
from multiple confocal microscopy scans and simple AFM tests. Utilizing siRNA-
mediated LaminA/C depletion, 3D confocal imaging stacks of isolated mesenchymal 
stem cell (MSC) were converted into finite element models incorporating both chromatin 
and LaminA/C structures. Using AFM-measured experimental stiffness values, a set of 
conversion factors were found for both chromatin and LaminA/C to map the voxel 
intensity of the original images to the element stiffness allowing us to predict nuclear 
stiffness of other nuclei. The developed computational framework will permit researchers 
to study the contribution of multitude of sub-nuclear structures and predict global nuclear 
stiffness of multiple nuclei based on simple nuclear isolation protocols, confocal images 
and AFM tests.  
 
Key words: Finite Element Analysis, Mesenchymal Stem Cells, Nucleus, 
Mechanobiology, LaminA/C, Chromatin, Confocal Microscopy
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4.2 Introduction 
All living organisms function in mechanically active environments by adapting to 
these challenges at organ, tissue, and cell level. Mesenchymal stem cells are the tissue 
resident stem cells of musculoskeletal tissue that in-part regulate the adaptative response 
to mechanical challenge by proliferating and differencing necessary cell types15. A major 
driver of MSC differentiation is the stiffness of the extracellular matrix16. For example, 
plating MSCs onto soft and stiff substrates can drive MSC differentiation towards 
adipogenesis or osteogenesis, respectively6. An MSC is able to sense the stiffness of its 
extracellular matrix by an interplay between focal adhesions, the cytoskeleton, and the 
nucleus1. When an MSC is placed onto an stiffer extracellular matrix, the cell will 
increase the size and number of focal adhesions to the extracellular matrix17 that serves to 
generate cell traction along the extracellular matrix1. As the cell spreads along the 
extracellular matrix, actin microfilaments tug on the nucleus causing it to stretch and 
deform18. These changes in the nuclear structure are critical for the cell function. For 
example, the nuclear membrane is covered with nuclear pore complexes that are sensitive 
to deformations of the nucleus. When these pores are opened, the transcriptional factors 
such as YAP/TAZ are allowed into the nucleus to regulate gene expression19. Further, 
chromatin itself was also shown to be responsive to mechanical challenge, as application 
of mechanical forces alter heterochromatin dynamics and organization20,21. While 
signaling events such as YAP/TAZ and DNA changes are areas of active research, 
probing nuclear mechanical properties in living cells remain challenging.  
Quantifying the bulk mechanical properties of nucleus can be done through 
instruments such as atomic force microscopes, micropipette setups, optical tweezers, and 
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microfluidics22. While single-cell level optical methods to measure intra-nuclear 
deformations are emerging23, cellular FE models that can capture nuclear structure and 
predict nuclear mechanics of many nuclei would be advantageous for time and cost. The 
stiffness of the nucleus is primarily effected by two nuclear components, LaminA/C that 
scaffolds the inner nuclear membrane and chromatin8. LaminA/C is a protein that lines 
the nuclear envelope adding mechanical stiffness to the nucleus while Lamin B does not 
contribute to nuclear mechanics9. Chromatin is made of compact DNA and histones that 
occupies the interior of the nucleus and also provides mechanical competence24,25. 
Therefore, to model nuclear mechanics these two components are essential. 
Here we sought to create a method that can use imaging intensity data from 
confocal images from LaminA/C and chromatin to directly predict nuclear mechanical 
properties. In this study we developed a computational framework capable of producing 
confocal-image based finite element models of an MSC nucleus that could replicate the 
structural configuration of both chromatin and LaminA/C. Finite element models have 
been validated by using AFM based measurements on cell nuclei with or without 
LaminA/C and then replicating the same experiments using a finite element model with 
image intensity based elasticity values. This model was then used predict the stiffness of 
two test nuclei based on confocal images alone.   
 
4.3 Data Collection, Modeling, and Simulation Setup 
4.3.1 Measuring Stiffness of intact and LaminA/C depleted cell nuclei  
As we sought to model nuclear stiffness based on confocal images of LaminA/C 
and chromatin, we first obtained mechanical properties of cell nuclei isolated from live 
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MSCs with or without LaminA/C. Two groups of MSCs were cultured in growth media 
(IMDM, 10 % fetal bovine serum, 1%Pen Strep). One group received a LaminA/C 
specific siRNA treatment (siLamin) while the other was treated with a control siRNA 
(siControl). 48h after siRNA treatment, cell nuclei were isolated, plated onto 0.1% Poly-
L-Lysine coated plates for adherence and subsequently subjected to atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) testing to obtain force-displacement curves as we reported previously 
(Fig.2a)26. As shown in immunolabeled nuclei images (Fig 2b), isolated nuclei appeared 
round and maintained intact LaminA/C (red) and DNA (blue) confirmation. Force-
displacement curves for siControl and siLamin groups were obtained by indenting the 
nucleus by 1 µm using a 10 µm diameter spherical borosilicate tip attached to the 
cantilever beam of the AFM. Shown in Fig.2c, the maximum force measured at the AFM 
tip for the siLamin group on average was 59% smaller than the siControl group (p<0.05), 
suggesting that nuclei are softer without LaminA/C as indicated in previous research9.  
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Figure 2. siRNA mediated depletion LaminA/C decreases isolated nuclei 
stiffness. 
a) 2 groups of MSCs are grown in 10 % fetal bovine serum. One of these 
groups then received a LaminA/C specific siRNA treatment while other was treated 
with a control siRNA. The nuclei were isolated and subsequenctly subjected to AFM 
testing where the nuclei for both the control group (n=30) and the LaminA/C 
knockdown group (n=73) are indented by 1 µm using a spherical tip with a diameter 
of 6 µm. b) Confocal microscopy images of a nucleus stained for chromatin (Hoechst 
33342) and LaminA/C (cell signaling mAB4777). c) Force-displacement curves form 
the nucleus indentation average force values for control nuclei (red) and LaminA/C 
siRNA (blue) were shown as solid lines, standard deviation was shown as shaded 
area. 
 
4.3.2 Mesh generation from confocal scans 
In order to model the contribution of LaminA/C and chromatin separately, we 
have generated two volumetric meshes for each nucleus image. The first mesh was 
generated using the DNA signal and the second one was generated using the LaminA/C 
signal. For chromatin, the 3D confocal image of the chromatin was imported into the 
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Amira software package (ThermoFisher, MA) and nucleus geometry was manually 
segmented (Fig.3a). A surface mesh made of triangular S3 elements surrounding the 
nucleus geometry was then created (Fig.3b). This surface mesh was then imported into 
Hypermesh (Altair Engineering, MI) and filled with C3D4 tetrahedral elements to create 
a volume mesh (Fig.3c). Shown in Fig.3d, this volume mesh was then imported into the 
Bonemat software package (http://www.bonemat.org/). Bonemat was used to overlay the 
volumetric mesh with the original confocal image and assign stiffness values to each 
tetrahedral element using the average voxel intensity (HU) within each element and 
equation (1) shown below 
                                                  𝐸 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 ∗ 𝐻𝑈𝑐                                                (1) 
For this study, term a represented the intensity independent elastic modulus and 
was set to 0. Terms b and c are a set of conversion factors defined during each 
experiment. Values for b and c were later assigned in the study based on AFM data. In 
this study we used a linear isotropic elastic material definition with a Poisson’s of 0.5 for 
each model based on previous literature27. This step is done again for LaminA/C. For this 
study we have generated LaminA/C and chromatin meshes for 5 nuclei imaged via a 
Nikon A1 confocal microscope with an image depth of .2 µm and a voxel width of .05 
µm.  
To generate a model that contains both LaminA/C and chromatin, two identical 
nucleus geometries were produced. Using the LaminA/C depleted nuclei force-
displacement curves, one of the meshes was given elasticity values using the 
images/conversion factors of chromatin while the other mesh was given elasticity values 
using the images/conversion factors used for LaminA/C using the AFM data from intact 
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nuclei. The chromatin and LaminA/C elasticities in each element were then added 
together to produce one model that contains the elasticity of both materials. 
4.3.3 Replicating AFM experiments in silico 
Atomic force microscopy simulations were conducted using ABAQUS (2019, 
Dassault Systems, France). Shown in Fig.3e, a replica of the AFM test setup was 
modeled in silico. The bottom node layer of the nucleus model (red) was fixed to a rigid 
plane in all orthogonal directions to simulate the nucleus being attached to the poly-L-
Lysine coated plate surface. A simulated AFM tip (yellow) was formed by positioning a 
sphere (r=5 µm) made of C3D4 elements with a rigid body material definition above the 
nucleus model. Contact between the outside nodes of the nucleus and the tetrahedral 
surfaces on the outside layer of the AFM tip was defined as a no-friction contact pair. 
During simulation, the AFM tip was lowered onto the nucleus until 1.5 µm indentation as 
shown in Fig.3f. The force required to indent the nuclei along with the tip displacement 
was recorded up to 1.5 µm indentation following contact detection between the AFM tip 
and the nucleus.  
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Figure 3. Generation of image-based nucleus model. 
a) Images of MSC nuclei are manually segmented using Amira to isolate the 
nuclear geometry. b) Segmented images are then used to create a surface mesh of 
the nucleus geometry. c) Surface image is then used to create a volume mesh. d) The 
volume mesh is then given material properties using the voxel intensity of the 
original image and equation 1. e) Image of simulated atomic force microscopy 
experiment with AFM tip (yellow) heterogeneous nucleus (blue) and encastered base 
nodes (red). f) Images of simulated nucleus compression with a normal experiment 
before indentation (left) and after indentation (right). 
 
4.3.4 Determination of the element volume for nucleus models  
In order to determine the sensitivity of AFM indentation force to mesh element 
volume, nucleus models were constructed from 5 chromatin nuclei images with element 
volumes of 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, .8, .6 µm3. The models were then given elasticity values using 
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their original chromatin images using conversion factors a = 0, b = 20, and c = 1 with a 
set to 0 under the assumption that there is no base elasticity independent of image 
intensity, b set to 20 to increase the amount of different materials within Bonemat and c 
set to 1 to scale elasticity linearly to image voxel intensity. A representative image for 
nuclei #1 meshes with varying element volumes along with the original images at each 
orthogonal mid-orthogonal plane was depicted in Fig.4a. Each nuclei model was then 
subjected to in silico AFM experiments. The force generated at 1 µm of nuclei model 
indentation was recorded from each simulation and the evolution of maximum force was 
plotted against element volume for each nucleus. As shown in Fig.4b, mean value was 
represented by solid line and standard deviation was represented by red shaded area. 
Compared to 5 µm3, mean maximum force value and standard deviation started to plateau 
after 1 µm3 indicating the volume that can be used without affecting the maximum force 
output (green line). 
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Figure 4. Element size sensitivity analysis. 
a) Cross sectional images of nuclei models created with elements that have an 
average element size of 5, 4, 3, 2 ,1, .8, .6, and .3 µm.3 Material parameters were set 
to b=20 kPa and c=1. Color maps indicate corresponding stiffness values. b) Graph 
of how maximum force, measured at the AFM tip pressing on to the nucleus, versus 
the element size averaged for three nuclei. Solid line represents mean and shaded 
area indicates standard deviation. Element sizes smaller than 1 µm3 does not affect 
maximum force and standard deviation (green dashed line). 
 
4.3.5 Sensitivity of image noise to element volume  
While force sensitivity analysis revealed a cut-off at 1 µm3, we sought to quantify 
how well element volumes represented the spatial information from confocal images, as 
this may be important for discerning nuclear deformation patterns. To accomplish this, 
chromatin images for a single nuclei image (Nuclei #1) was converted into 6 finite 
element models meshed with average element sizes of 3, 2, 1.5, 1, .8, .6, and .3 µm3 and 
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given elasticity values using the conversion factors a = 0, b = 20, and c = 1. A Matlab 
script then extracted a 3D image from each mesh with the 2D image from a transverse 
plane (Z=7 µm) visible within Fig.5, top row.  
These images were then overlaid with the original image (Fig.5, second row) and 
the intensity of each voxel was compared to each voxel in the original image, producing a 
color map indicating the percent differences (Fig.5, third row). Microscopy noise in the 
confocal images was accounted for by comparing the average intensity of the DNA free 
region of interest to each voxel with that region (Fig.S2). This analysis produced an 
average error value of 13%, indicating the amount of inherent noise in the confocal 
images. This value was then subtracted from each voxel in order to quantify the non-
noise related error. These corrected voxel errors were then averaged to generate a final 
error value (Fig.5, bottom row). At 3 µm3 element volume the average % error was 
12.3%, as element size decreased % error also continued to decrease. At 1 µm3 average % 
error was 6.4%. Beyond 1 µm3 and until 0.3 µm3 average % error only changed by 1.9% 
indicating a similar cut off range where 1 µm3 voxel volume can represent the 93.6% of 
the chromatin configuration. 
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Figure 5. Element size error analysis. 
Representative sagittal plane images with the element volumes of 3, 2, 1.5, 
0.8, 0.6, and 0.3 µm3 (2nd row) were compared against the matching location in the 
original confocal image (3rd row). Quantification of the pixel by pixel intensity 
values were represented by a % change heat map (4th row). Average % error in 3 
and 0.3 µm3 were 12.3% and 4.3%, respectively. 
 
4.4 Results 
4.4.1 Linear relationship between voxel intensity and material property is sufficient for 
assigning material properties for both chromatin and LaminA/C models 
To find the best set of conversion factors to create nuclei models containing 
chromatin, we generated different nucleus models using different b-c combinations and 
subjected them to in silico AFM tests. As shown in Fig.6a, an 8 X 8 response surface was 
generated to compare the simulated AFM results to experimental AFM data for the 
LaminA/C depleted nuclei. The b values used were logarithmically spaced between 1x10-
9 µN/µm2 and 1x10-3 µN/µm2 and c values were linearly spaced between 0.5 and 5. The 
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error associated with each b-c combination was found by generating root mean squared 
error between simulated and experimental AFM data. Results showed that for every c 
value there was a b value that minimized the error. In order to expand on this finding, we 
selected the two c values 0.5 and 1.1 that produced a minimum value within our original 
8 X 8 grid (green dotted boxes). Shown in Fig.6b, plotting a refined 10 X 10 response 
surface around these two b-c values, a minimum error along a straight line for different b 
values was visible (dotted red lines), suggesting that minimizing the error was 
independent of the initial c value. Shown in bottom right, setting c=1 produced a similar 
set of b values that minimized the error between the simulated and the real AFM 
experiments, indicating that a linear conversion between pixel intensity and modulus of 
elasticity could be used. 
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Figure 6. Optimization shows linear elasticity relationship. 
a) Error surfaces for 3 LaminA/C depleted nuclei show a rut like error when 
using different b and c values. b) Higher resolution error surfaces were then done 
around the lowest points of the original surface, these error surfaces produce 
minimum values around 10-4 similar to the error surface generated around c=1 
showing that there is a correlation between b and c. 
 
Repeating the same procedure for LaminA/C using chromatin+LaminA/C 
combined models and intact nuclei AFM data exhibited a similar material outcome. An 8 
X 8 response surface was made for LaminA/C conversion factors that used b values 
logarithmically between 1 x10-9 µN/µm2 and 1 x10-3 µN/µm2 and c values linearly spaced 
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between 0.5 and 5. We again selected two c values 0.5 and 0.14 that produced a 
minimum value within our original 8 X 8 grid (green dotted boxes). For the first 
minimum value a 10 X 10 surface centered on b = 3.7 x10-7 µN/µm2 and c = 1.1 was 
generated. For the second minimum we created a surface centered on b = 1.9 x10-5 
µN/µm2 and c = 0.5. Both surfaces show a minimum error along a straight line for 
different b values (dotted red lines). Comparing with these values another 10 X 10 
surface centered on b = 1 x10-7 µN/µm2 and c = 1 was also showed a similar pattern, 
indicating that a linear relationship between voxel intensity and material property is also 
sufficient for Lamin A/C. We then set c=1 and used the matlab algorithm “fmincon” 
optimization algorithm with a step tolerance set to 1 x10-9 to find the b values that 
minimized the root mean square error for three “training nuclei (nuclei 1,2 and 3) for both 
chromatin and LaminA/C. This resulted in an optimized b value of 6.3 x10-7 µN/µm2 
with an error of 5.5 x10-5 µN/µm2 for chromatin. For LaminA/C the b mean value was 
8.64 x10-7 µN/µm2 with an error of 3.1 x10-4 µN/µm2.  
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Figure 7. Optimization data for control nuclei knockdown using linear and 
exponential conversion factors. 
a) Error surfaces for 3 control nuclei show a rut like error when using 
different b and c values. b) Higher resolution error surfaces were then done around 
the lowest points of the original surface, these error surfaces produce minimum 
values around 10-4 similar to the error surface generated around c=1 showing that 
there is a correlation between b and c. 
 
4.4.2 Linear conversion model is distinct from a homogeneous model for chromatin  
To test the differences between homogeneous and linear-elastic heterogenous 
models, homogeneous chromatin models were made from the chromatin channels of 
nuclei #1-#3 by setting all the elements to the same elastic modulus. The modulus value 
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was determined via minimizing the rmse difference between the load-displacement 
curves of the in silico and experimental AFM data of LaminA/C depleted nuclei. This 
produced a modulus of elasticity of 2.7 x10-4 µN/µm2 with a rmse value of 6.2 x10-5 
µN/µm2 with no statistical difference between the error of the homogeneous and linear-
elastic heterogenous models (p=.83). Similarly, applying the error-minimized b values to 
homogenous and heterogeneous models generated from test nuclei (#4 and #5) resulted in 
rmse values of 6.2 x10-5 µN/µm2 and 5.5 x10-5 µN/µm2 with similar error values (p=.63) 
suggesting that the bulk nuclei response can be modeled using either homogenous or 
heterogeneous models (Fig. 8a-b).  
Next, in silico cross-sectional von-misses stress during 1 µm tip indentation was 
compared between the homogeneous and heterogeneous models of nuclei #4 and #5. 
Average von misses stresses at mid-sagittal planes were plotted and compared across a 1 
µm region of interest located between nuclear heights Z=5 µm and Z= 6 µm. As shown in 
Fig.8c, heterogenous models of nuclei #4 (top) and #5 (bottom) showed higher peaks at 
the nuclear periphery of the region of interest. Quantification of the peripheral peak 
stresses showed 16% higher stresses in heterogenous models when compared to 
homogenous model (p<0.001). Von-mises stress values within nuclei #4 and #5 were 
then compared between homogeneous and heterogeneous models using the stress values 
within all of the elements as shown in Fig.S5 where the heterogenous models showed 
similar average stresses (p>.05) as homogeneous models throughout the bulk of the 
nucleus suggesting that both materials can model the external stiffness of the nucleus.  
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Figure 8. Linear conversion vs homogeneous model for chromatin.  
a) Data collected during optimization of the conversion factors displaying 
both the conversion factor as well as the error for the testing set of nuclei. b) The 
simulated force curves were then overlaid with the LaminA/C KO results showing 
the resulting force curves from the linear conversion (left) compared to the results 
of the homogeneous model (right). c) cross sections of the model at full compression 
were then imaged (left) and the average stresses within a 1 µm tall region beginning 
at a height of Z=5 µm were plotted (middle), the stresses within the outer 25 
percentile of both nuclei was then plotted within a bar plot (right) showing the 
difference between the stress distributions within the homogeneous and 
heterogeneous models. 
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4.5 Discussion 
Deformation of the nucleus regulates gene transcription via altering both DNA 
confirmation28 and the nuclear entry of transcription factors such as YAP/TAZ29. Nuclear 
deformation in response to mechanical forces is in part controlled by the mechanical 
stiffness provided by the chromatin and LaminA/C within the nucleus8. The 
computational framework we have generated here is able to capture both geometrical and 
structural inhomogeneities of both LaminA/C and chromatin from confocal images. 
Using AFM-calibrated linear voxel-intensity to elastic modulus constants, mechanical 
behavior of nuclei images were predicted. The inherent limitation of this approach is that 
before predicting the nuclear mechanical properties, one needs to have a relatively large 
sample size sets for both AFM and confocal images. Further, while it was outside of the 
scope of the current study, error associated with experiment to experiment variation of 
confocal imaging will need to be further evaluated in future studies. Finally, in order for 
these predictions to be accurate, nuclei has to be isolated from the cell as the cytoskeletal 
contribution to AFM tests cannot be avoided in intact cells. Even with these limitations 
this method allows researchers to predict nuclear stiffness and intra-nuclear deformation 
with only a simple nuclear isolation protocol and confocal imaging. These models of 
isolated, standalone nuclei developed here will also be important in developing intact cell 
models in the future.  
Our model provides a number of advantages over finite element analyses of the 
cell nucleus that tend to model the nucleus as a homogenous material properties with 
idealized geometry.30,31 While comparisons between homogenous and heterogenous 
nuclear structures showed no big changes in “bulk” structural response under in silico 
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AFM experiments, stresses throughout the nuclear structures were different where 
stresses concentrations were dependent upon the chromatin and LaminA/C distribution 
density within the original images (Fig.8). As chromatin condensation has been shown to 
change due to external nuclear loading32, these models may provide useful predictions on 
what regions of chromatin are experiencing larger loads. Another advantage of the model 
is the incorporation of nuclear envelope proteins into the model. In this study we have 
included LaminA/C. The levels of LaminA/C levels has been shown to change under 
microgravity7. This model can potentially predict the nuclear stiffness change due to 
alterations in LaminA/C levels. Further, the structural contributions of other nuclear 
envelope proteins such as nuclear pore complexes can also be incorporated into these 
models in the future, providing a robust computational framework for studying the forces 
on certain nuclear proteins.  
Previous research described the nucleus’s mechanical elasticity as either linear 
elastic or hyperelastic27. During our experiments we chose to model the nucleus as a 
linear elastic. As both homogenous and linear conversion models of nucleus #4 and #5 
produced linear force-displacement curves, we have also implemented hyperplastic 
Mooney-Rivlin and Neo-Hookean material definitions27 which again produced linear 
force-displacement relationship (Fig.S2). Suggesting that the shape of in silico loading 
curves were independent of the use of hyperelastic Mooney-Rivlin and Neo-Hookean 
models. Corroborating these in silico findings, as shown in Fig.S6, 38% of the AFM-
tested nuclei showed linear loading curves. 
In summary, our data indicate that that it is possible to generate individual finite 
element models of nuclei. We have shown that these models could be tuned to match 
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AFM results of a homogeneous nuclear structure. We have also shown that if a proper 
relation between chromatin stiffness and image intensity were to be found through 
external means, our method can then be used to model the internal chromatin dynamics 
within the nucleus. Our findings may lead to more effective techniques to understanding 
mechanobiological phenomenon within the cell and improve the study of how cells can 
adapt to their mechanical environment. 
 
4.6 Methods and Materials 
4.6.1 Cell Culture 
MSCs were harvested from the bone marrow of 8-wk old male black mice as 
previously described2,3.  Cells were used for experiments were between passage 7 and 
passage 11. Cells were sub-cultured at the density of 1,800 cells/cm2 and maintained 
within IMDM (12440053, GIBGO) with 10% FCS (S11950H, Atlanta Biologicals) with 
1% Pen/strep (GIBCO). 
4.6.2 Nucleus Isolation 
MSCs were scraped free from their plates using 9 mL of 1x PBS and centrifuged 
at 1100 RPM at 4°C with a Beckman Coulter Allegra X-30R Centrifuge. MSCs were 
then suspended within 500 µL hypotonic buffer A (.33M Sucrose, 10mM HEPES, pH 
7.4, 1mM MgC12, 0.5% w/v Saponin) and centrifuged twice at 3000 RPM, 4°C for 10 
minutes using a Beckman Coulter Microfuge 20R Centrifuge. Cytoplasmic supernatant 
was then aspirated away and the remaining nuclei were then resuspended using 100 µL of 
hypotonic buffer A. Cytoplasmic debris was then separated from the nuclei by adding 
400 µL of Percoll and centrifuging the resulting mixture at 10,000 RPM at 4°C for 10 
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minutes. Nuclei were then plated in a .01 Poly-L-Lysine coated 35 mm cell culture dish 
and incubated for 25 minutes. 
4.6.3 Gathering Nucleus Stiffness Data Using AFM 
A Bruker Dimension Fastscan AFM functionalized with a 10 µm diameter 
borosilicate glass bead was then used to indent nuclei from the LaminA/C knockdown 
group (n=73) and the control group (n=30). Compression data was then processed using 
the software “Nanoscope” where force data before the point of tip contact on the nucleus 
was deleted. This data was then processed using Matlab to create a curve of points that 
reflects the mean of the force to displacement curve as well as the standard deviation of 
the atomic force microscopy experiments. 
4.6.4 Nucleus Imaging 
A singe group of MSC was grown within control conditions and isolated using the 
methods described above. The chromatin of the nuclei was then stained with Hoechst 
33342 while the LaminA/C was stained with mAB 4777 (Abcam). 5 nuclei were then 
imaged using a Nikon A1 confocal microscope at a rate of .2 µm out of plane and .05 µm 
in plane resolution.  
4.6.5 Response surface datapoint generation 
All 5 nuclei confocal microscopy scans were converted to finite element models 
with an average element size of 1 µm3. Each model was then given elasticity values using 
their original image and the conversion factors of that datapoint. All 5 nucleus models 
then underwent a simulated atomic force microscopy experiment where 
force/displacement curves data from the first 1 µm of nuclei indentation was collected. 
The resulting force displacement curves were then compared to the mean atomic force 
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microscopy curve taken from the experimental AFM indentations using root mean 
squared error. The root mean squared error between all 5 of the models were then 
averaged to create each point of the response surface. 
4.6.6 Conversion factor optimization 
Nucleus models #1, #2, and #3 were selected and converted to finite element 
models with an element volume of 1 µm3.The c value was then constrained to either c = 1 
for linear material conversion or c = 0 for homogeneous material value while a value of b 
= 1E-10 µN/µm2 was used as a starting point. The matlab algorithm “fmincon” was then 
set to use an “SQP” optimization algorithm with constraint and step tolerance set to 1x10-
9 µN/µm2. This algorithm then optimized the b value by using the b value to generate an 
error data point using the three nuclei while change the b value until the optimization 
constraint/step tolerance was met. 
4.6.7 Statistical analysis 
Results are presented as mean ± SD unless indicated in figure legends. For 
comparisons two sample t-test was used. P-values of less than 0.05 were considered 
significant.  
4.6.8 Data availability 
The datasets generated and/or analyzed during the current study are available 
from the corresponding author on reasonable request. 
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Figure S1. Image noise. 
5 confocal images of chromatin from nucleus 1 were separated and a 
homogeneous section of the image was then selected from each image. This section 
was then used to quantify the image noise within the microscope by finding the 
average voxel intensity within the images and comparing this value to the voxels 
within each area. The error between the average voxel intensity and the 
accompanying area voxels was then averaged to produce an average error of each 
area. This data was then averaged to produce the average noise within the 
chromatin image of nucleus 1. 
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Figure S2. Material elasticity comparison. 
Nuclei simulations of nucleus 4 and 5 were attempted using linear isotropic 
model that used the optimized values for the homogeneous image conversion(left). 
Mooney-Rivlin models were then created by converting the homogeneous optimized 
elasticity to Mooney-Rivlin constants as indicated within previous research25 by 
where c01 was set to 0 and c10 was formed by dividing the linear isotropic elasticity 
by 6(middle). From this point, 5 nuclei were formed by creating a Neo-Hookean 
material model by dividing the homogeneous optimized elasticity by 6 to form the 
Neo Hookean material constants as explained within the Abaqus source page. 
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Figure S3. Chromatin material models. 
Finite element models of the nucleus have been defined with the chromatin 
images using both the homogeneous conversion factors and the heterogeneous 
conversion factors with a cross section of the nucleus models defined with the 
heterogeneous model shown on the left and cross sections of the homogeneous 
models shown on the right showing the material values using a color scale shown on 
the far right. 
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Figure S4. Heterogeneous vs homogeneous stress dispersion. 
Nuclei models 1-5 were created with optimized heterogeneous and 
homogeneous conversion factors. The nucleus models then underwent a simulated 
atomic force microscopy experiment with nucleus cross sections for the 
heterogeneous nuclei showing stress dispersions dependent on the chromatin density 
within the original images (left) as well as homogeneous models showing a stress 
dispersion not dependent on the original chromatin density (right).
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Figure S5. Von-mises stress comparison using stress from each element. 
Von-mises stress was taken from each element of the homogeneous and 
heterogeneous models of nuclei #4 and #5 and plotted above showing that the mean 
stress is similar between the two groups (p>.05). 
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Figure S6. Atomic force microscopy curves. 
Atomic force microscopy experiment data for laminA/C knockdown nuclei (n=72, 
left) and control nuclei (n=30, right) has been plotted using Matlab. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
5.1 Summary of research 
The overarching goals of this research were to: 
 Develop a framework of generating finite element models of the nucleus from the 
confocal microscopy scans of a nucleus that reflect specific nucleus geometry 
 Tune these models to replicate real world performance of the nucleus while 
conserving heterochromatin geometry. 
 Test the consistency of converting nucleus images into finite element models 
across different sets of images. 
The significant results of this research include 
 It is possible to generate models that reflect the geometry of the nucleus 
 It is possible to create homogeneous models that mimic the results of both 
chromatin and laminA/C 
 The exact conversion factors between image density and stiffness of the nucleus 
must be found cannot be found using the means posed within this research 
 The heterogeneous material stiffness can replicate the performance of the 
homogeneous chromatin while creating different stress patterns 
 Without the ability to get a solid set of conversion factors it is impossible to test 
how the conversion factors change between nucleus models 
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5.2 Current limitations 
Our current research was limited by the correlation between b-c constants that 
was displayed within our in silico experiments. The ability for the nucleus to mimic the 
external mechanical response of a real world nucleus with an infinitely large amount of b-
c conversion coefficients makes it impossible to narrow down a specific combination that 
best represents the image voxel intensity to stiffness for both the chromatin and 
LaminA/C of the nucleus. This makes it impossible to create realistic heterogeneous 
models of both chromatin and laminA/C within our research since it is impossible to 
deduce the proper b-c value combination for either material. 
 
5.3 Future directions 
For future versions of this research it is recommended that the conversion 
coefficients between image voxel intensity and elasticity be found by developing and 
using a phantom rather than to attempt to optimize in silico experiments to reflect real 
world data. It is then recommended that these coefficients be compared across different 
scans in order to find how consistent the microscopy scans used to make finite element 
models are across imaging sessions. Once this is done, this system can be utilized to 
generate finite element models of the nucleus in order to study the mechanical properties 
of isolated MSC nuclei using microscopy alone. 
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